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Application Note #5478 

 

Interfacing a Red Lion HMI to a Galil Controller 

 

 

Introduction 

 

A majority of motion control systems require some sort of user interface in order to 

function properly. This user interaction is done through hardware called a Human 

Machine Interface (HMI). System designers will include HMI’s in their motion control 

systems in order to provide a graphical interface for technicians to both input data, such 

as desired speed, and also to display data, such as actual speed. This application note is 

going to cover interfacing a Red Lion HMI to a Galil motion controller but the same logic 

can be applied to connecting the Red Lion HMI to the RIO. 

 

Materials  

 Red Lion HMI 

G310C000 

 Galil DMC-4020-C012-

1000 

 USB Cable 

 Ethernet Hub and 3 

Ethernet Cables 

 Red Lion Crimson 2.0 

Software 

 GalilTools Software 

 

 

 

    

    
 Figure 1 - Red Lion touch screen HMI 

Red Lion Set Up 

 

Begin by downloading and installing the Crimson 2.0 software from Red Lion 

http://www.redlion.net. After you’ve started the software, connect the G3 terminal to 

your computer through a USB cable. Once they are connected, the Hardware Setup 

Wizard dialog box will appear. Choose to browse to a location for the drivers, and point it 

to this location - C:\Program Files\Red Lion Controls\Crimson 2.0\Device After you’ve 

installed the drivers once you should be able to communicate to the HMI in the future 

with no additional changes. Click on File and then New and choose the model of HMI 

you are using; in our case it is the G310. Then click on the Link menu and then Options 

and verify that this is set to USB. Now the software is ready to communicate to the HMI. 

http://www.galilmc.com/products/galiltools.php
http://www.redlion.net/
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Galil Set Up 

Connect the computer and the controller to a hub via straight through Ethernet cables. In 

our example we use a DMC-4020 but any of Galil’s Ethernet based controllers(or the 

RIO) can be substituted. In our example, the DMC-4020 has an IP address of 

192.168.15.100 

 

Establishing Communication Between Devices 

Start by connecting an Ethernet cable between the Red Lion HMI and the hub (The hub 

should already have an Ethernet cable connected to both the PC and the DMC-4020). 

Follow these steps- 

1) From the main page in the Crimson 2.0 software click on communications. 

 

2) On the left hand side, click on Ethernet. On the right hand side there is an option for 

Port Mode; change this to Manual Configuration. Set the IP address to something in your 

subnet mask. In our example, we used 192.168.15.10 for the IP address of the HMI. 

 

3) Click on Protocol 1 under Ethernet. On the right hand side there should be “Driver”. 

Click on edit and select Galil and then choose TCP/IP Driver. Click OK.  

 

5) Click on PLC1, which is a subset of Protocol 1. On the right hand side check the box 

labeled Enable Device. Enter the appropriate IP address in the box below it. Your screen 

should now look like Figure 2. 

 
Figure 2 - Communications Screen 
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Data Tags 

 

The Red Lion exchanges information between devices through data tags. These tags 

allow the user many options including the ability to read and write to registers on various 

platforms. When communicating with a Galil controller the HMI does not actually 

read/write to registers, but it sends down Galil language commands which the controller 

interprets the same as if it were receiving commands from a computer. We will now 

cover creating data tags that will allow us to display the actual position and a user defined 

variable. In addition, we will add data tags that allow us to enter a commanded position 

and begin motion from the HMI touch screen. 

1) Close the communication screen and return to the front page. Now click on Data Tags. 

 

2) Click on Tags on the left hand side. The right hand side should then have a menu that 

allows you to create various types of data tags. We want to create New Variable and 

Real. Click on this three times to create three different data tags. 

 

3) Click on Var1 under Tags on the left hand side. Then on the right hand side there will 

be a label at the top called Mapping with a button that displays Internal. Click on Internal, 

and change it to PLC1. This tells the HMI that Var1 will be mapped to the Galil. 

 

4) Now you will see a list of all the different Galil commands. Scroll down to TP and 

verify that Element is set to 1(This corresponds to the X axis). Click OK. Now right click 

on Var1 and choose Rename. Name it XPos. 

 

5) Repeat steps 3-4 for the other 2 data tags. Choose them to be UV000 and PA 

respectively. Rename them to be MyVar, and XCmdPos. Change the XCmdPos tag’s 

Access option to be Write Only. 

 

6) Now click on New Variable and then Flag. We want this mapping to be to PLC1 and 

then the BG command. Rename it to Begin. When you are done your screen should look 

like Figure 3. 
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Figure 3 - Data Tags Screen 

 

User Interface 

 

This section allows us to design the user interface that will be displayed on the HMI. We 

will make use of the data tags and the communications that we set up in the previous two 

sections. The Red Lion HMI provides us with many tools for creating a visually 

appealing user interface however in this note we will only go over the basics of 

displaying data from the Galil on the Red Lion.  

*Note-The actual screen on the HMI will only update when he hit the F9 key in step 7. 

 

1) Return to the front page. Click on User Interface.  

 

2) Click on View, then choose Panel, and then Display Only. 

 

3) Click on Insert, then Data Tags. You will see the list of data tags that we created 

earlier. Choose XPos and click OK. Then anywhere on the right hand side of the screen 

(this black area represents the HMI screen), click and drag a box to represent the X axis 

commanded position. Repeat this for XCmdPos and MyVar- we will do something 

different with the Begin tag. 

 

4) Now we need to tell the HMI which data tags can send information to the controller as 

opposed to only reading information from the controller. Double click on XCmdPos. You 

will see a Data Entry label; change this to Yes and then click OK to exit this menu. 

Repeat this for MyVar. 
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5) On the top menu bar, click on Insert, then controls, then General Button. Click and 

drag somewhere in the HMI screen to draw the button. Double click on the button you 

just drew and change the label name to “Begin Motion”. Then go to the Action tab and 

change the Operation to Push Button. Button type needs to be changed to Momentary and 

Button Data needs to be changed from General to Tag. In the Select Tag menu choose the 

Begin tag we created earlier. Click OK to accept these changes. 

 

6) (Optional) A picture can be placed on the HMI by clicking on the Insert menu and then 

Pictures and then choose Image. In our example we included the Galil Logo.  

 

7) Your final HMI interface should look similar to Figure 4. Now hit the F9 key. This 

will update the screen on the HMI via the USB cable. Your HMI screen should look 

similar to Figure 1 except the dashed lines should be replaced with numbers (even if they 

are zeroes). If you do have dashed lines, this indicates that there is a communication 

problem between the HMI and the controller. Start by verifying the information in the 

Communications section of this note. 

 
Figure 4 - User interface 

 

Testing 

 

To prove that all the information is mapped properly we can start by moving the X axis 

encoder by hand. If you have no encoder connected, you can go to Galil Tools and send 

down a DPX=10 command. Either of these methods should cause the XPos variable on 

the HMI screen to change. To test the XCmdPos, double tap the 0 next to XCmdPos. 

Enter some value, for example 100 and then tap the Begin Motion button. If you have a 

motor and amplifier connected you should see motion. If not you can go to Galil Tools 
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and issue an RPX and you should get a reply of 100. The last test is the MyVar data tag. 

This needs to be tested two ways. First, on the HMI double tap the 0 next to MyVar and 

enter a value. Then in Galil Tools type in UV000=? This should report back the same 

value. Still in Galil Tools type UV000=12. You should see on the HMI screen the value 

of 12 next to MyVar 

 

Conclusion 

 

Red Lion HMI’s provide a seamless interface to a Galil motion controller. In a short 

amount of time a user can have a touch screen interface to all the information and 

controls on the Galil motion controller. This efficient relationship between HMI and 

controller will greatly reduce development time and increase productivity in an array of 

applications. 

 

To discuss your specific application further please call 916-626-0101 to speak with an 

application engineer at Galil.  

 

Advanced Topics 

 

A majority of applications can be successfully implemented using the above techniques; 

however some applications may require more control over the Galil language which will 

require advanced techniques. Besides the built in Galil drivers, the Red Lion also has the 

ability to send ASCII strings directly to the controller just like a PC. Furthermore, by 

taking advantage of the built in compact flash card reader in the Red Lion, the user can 

load DMC programs onto the CF card and download them to the motion controller or 

RIO via the HMI. 

 

In our example we will consider the same Red Lion HMI (IP address 192.168.1.10) 

however this time it will be connected to an RIO-47120 at IP address 192.168.1.21 (Any 

Galil product would work the same). 

 

Starting with a fresh Red Lion project, we begin by going to the Communications area 

and adding an Ethernet Protocol 1. Select “Raw TCP/IP Active” under the manufacturer 

“<System>”. In this screen set the Target Device IP Address to 192.168.1.21 

 

Data Tags 

 

Next we will create our data tags. Create three Variable String tags. Name them 

“Command” “MyResponse” and “FileString”. Click on the MyResponse tag and go to 

the Format tab. Change the Field Width to 25. Change the Field Width on FileString to 

40 characters. 
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RedLion Programs 

 

Back at the main screen we now choose the Programming sub-section. Here is where we 

will use Red Lions built in C style library to manipulate strings to be sent to the RIO. 

Let’s start by creating a program to receive any messages from the RIO. Rename 

Program1 to “Listen”.  Add the following code –  

 

cstring input; 

 

input := PortInput(4,0,13,1000,0); 

if(input != "") 

{ 

 MyResponse = input; 

} 

 

This tells the Red Lion to store any message from port 4 (which is Protocol 1 from our 

Communications Screen) to the data tag MyResponse. Save this program and navigate 

back to the Communications sub-section. Click on Protocol 1 and in the “On Update” 

section; add Listen() This tells the Red Lion to call our program, Listen(), any time there 

is an update(new packet) from our Target Devices IP address. 

 

Navigate back to the Programming section and select Program from the menu bar, and 

then “Create”. Rename the new program to “Send”. Insert the following code- 

 

cstring text; 

cstring response; 

text=Command + "\r";//add a carriage return to the command so the Galil executes it 

PortPrint( 4, text); 

 

This code will use our data tag, “Command” we created earlier to pass a Galil command 

out the Ethernet port, with the addition of the carriage return character. 

 

Follow the same procedure above to create programs called “CFRead” and “Download”. 

The code for “CFRead” is below 

 

int filenum; 

filenum:=OpenFile("test.dmc",0); 

FileString = ReadFile(filenum,40); 

CloseFile(filenum); 

 

This program tells the HMI to look for a file called test.dmc that must be on the compact 

flash card ahead of time. This can be created with GalilTools or any text editor and saved 

to the CF via a PC. 

 

In the “Download” program, add the following code 
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PortPrint( 4, "DL\r");//Send DL command 

PortPrint( 4, FileString + "\r\\" );//download program followed by CR and a \ to end DL 

PortPrint( 4, "XQ\r");//Send XQ to start program 

 

This sends the Galil command DL to set the controller in download mode, and then sends 

the program that is located in the data tag FileString on the HMI. Notice an extra “\” is 

added to exit the download mode on the RIO. The XQ command is then sent to execute 

the program. 

 

User Interface 

 

Moving to the User Interface section, we will now create the front end. Add three data 

tags that are linked to “Command”, “MyResponse” and “Filestring”. Double click on 

“Command” and change it to allow Data Entry. 

 

Next add three General Buttons. Double click on the first, and change the text to read 

“Send Command”. Move to the Action tab, and choose the operation to be “User 

Defined”. In the action details, change the “On Pressed” section to Send(), which is the 

program we defined earlier. 

 

On the 2nd button, change the text to read “Get Program”. In the action details, “On 

Pressed” should be changed to CFRead(). Similarly on the 3rd button change the text to 

“Download and Execute” and then change the action details to Download() 

 

Testing 

 

To test it out, download the program to the HMI and ensure that both the HMI and the 

RIO have Ethernet connections. The HMI should automatically connect with the RIO. 

Double tap on the “Command” tag and enter a Galil command such as “SB1” to turn on 

output 1 on the RIO. Push the “Send Command” button and you should see output 1 turn 

on. To test unsolicited messages from the RIO, move to a GalilTools connection and use 

the MG {Ex} command (where x is the Ethernet handle to the RedLion). You should see 

the message you sent displayed next to “MyResponse” on the HMI. Next test the card 

reader function by pressing “Get Program”. The commands from “test.dmc” on your CF 

card should be displayed next to “FileString”. In our example we used the following short 

DMC code 

 

SB1 

WT1000 

CB1 

WT1000 

JP0 

 

This will blink output 1 on and off. To download and execute the code, press the 

“Download and Execute” button. You should now see output 1 blinking on and off. 


